Recent works have shown that generative data augmentation, where synthetic samples generated from deep generative models are used to augment the training dataset, benefit certain NLP tasks. In this work, we extend this approach to the task of dialog state tracking for goal-oriented dialogs. Since, goal-oriented dialogs naturally exhibit a hierarchical structure over utterances and related annotations, deep generative data augmentation for the task requires the generative model to be aware of the hierarchical nature. We propose the Variational Hierarchical Dialog Autoencoder (VHDA) for modeling complete aspects of goal-oriented dialogs, including linguistic features and underlying structured annotations, namely dialog acts and goals. We also propose two training policies to mitigate issues that arise with training VAE-based models. Experiments show that our hierarchical model is able to generate realistic and novel samples that improve the robustness of state-ofthe-art dialog state trackers, ultimately improving the dialog state tracking performances on various dialog domains. Surprisingly, the ability to jointly generate dialog features enables our model to outperform previous state-of-the-arts in related subtasks, such as language generation and user simulation.
Introduction
Data augmentation, a technique where the training set is augmented with label-preserving synthetic samples, is commonly employed in modern machine learning approches. Data augmentation has been used extensively in visual learning pipelines (Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 2019) , but it has been relatively less common for NLP tasks due to the de-Ideally, a data augmentation technique must synthesize (1) class-preserving and (2) realistic samples, where the latter property implies that the synthetic samples must adhere to the true data distribution. Current approaches for data augmentation in NLP tasks largely revolve around thesaurus data augmentation (Zhang et al., 2015) , in which words that belong to the same semantic role are substituted with one another using a preconstructed lexicon, and noisy data augmentation (Wei & Zou, 2019) where random editing operations are applied to the language space. Thesaurus data augmentation satisfies both properties of an ideal technique, but it requires a set of handcrafted semantic dictionaries, which are costly to build and maintain; whereas noisy data augmentation does not guarantee synthetic samples to be realistic. As an alternative to the two approaches, generative data augmentation (GDA) has been proposed to leverage deep generative models, such as VAEs, to delegate automatic discovery of novel class-preserving samples to machine learning (Hu et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2019) . In this work, we extend this line of methodologies to the task of dialog state tracking, which pertains to dialog modeling and context understanding.
Goal-oriented dialogs take place between a user and a system which communicate verbally in order to accomplish the user's goals (Table 6 ). However, because the user's goals and the system's possible actions are not transparent to each other, both parties must rely on verbal communications to infer and make appropriate actions to resolve the goals. Dialog state tracker is a core component of goal-oriented dialog systems, allowing it to track the current status of the dialog and take appropriate actions (Henderson et al., 2014a) . A dialog state typically consists of inform and request types of slot values. For example, a user might inform that the perferred food type is Asian (inform(food=asian)) or might request the address of a specific restaurant (request(address)). Given a user utterance, a state tracker must understand the context of the dialog (historic utterances and dialog acts) to predict the user intents at the moment. Thus, dialog state tracking can be viewed as a sparse multi-class classification problem. Consequently, modeling goal-oriented dialogs requires a novel approach that incorporates state tracking and user simulation (Schatzmann et al., 2007) into dialog modeling.
Various approaches of deep generative dialog models have been proposed previously. The Markov approach (Serban et al., 2017 ) employs a sequence-to-sequence variational autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma & Welling, 2013) structure to predict the next utterance given a deterministic context representation, while the holistic approach (Park et al., 2018) utilizes a set of global latent variables to encode the representation of an entire dialog, improving coherence and longterm dependency awareness. However, current approaches are designed to handle merely the linguistic features and not the underlying annotation structures. Bak et al. (2019) proposed a hierarchical VAE structure that incorporates the speaker information, but a universal approach for encompassing all remaining aspects of goal-oriented dialogs has yet to be explored. Such a model, if exists, would be able to introduce variations not only in utterances but also in other dialog features and, eventually, at the global level.
In this paper, for the purpose of DST data augmentation, we propose a novel hierarchical and recurrent VAE structure, called Variational Hierarchical Dialog Autoencoder (VHDA), that enables modeling of all aspects (speaker information, goals, dialog acts and utterances) of goal-oriented dialogs. However, complex and autoregressive VAEs are known to suffer from the risk of inference collapse (Cremer et al., 2018) , in which the model converges to a local optimum where the generator network neglects the latent variables and consequently the inference network fails to learn to encode the data into the latent variables. To mitigate the issue, we propose two simple but effective training policies, which we empirically demonstrate their effectiveness in terms of data augmentation performances.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel deep latent variable model for generating both linguistic features and underlying structures of goal-oriented dialogs, which can be used to generate novel samples and augment the original training set that improves the robustness of the resulting dialog state trackers.
• We conduct extensive experiments on multiple goaloriented dialog corpora and dialog state trackers to confirm the benefits of generative data augmentation for dialog state tracking.
• We propose simple but effective training policies, namely a novel training objective and a dropout scheme, for hierarchical autoregressive VAEs that reduces the risk of inference collapse.
Background and Related Work
Dialog State Tracking. Dialog state tracking (DST) is the task of predicting the user's current goals and dialog acts given the context of the dialog. Historically, DST models either relied on hand-crafted finite-state automata to emulate humans in conversations (Dybkjaer & Minker, 2008) or employ a separate SLU module for multi-step inference (Thomson & Young, 2010; Wang & Lemon, 2013; Henderson et al., 2014b) . Recent approaches combine the two-stage process into one unified model to directly predict dialog states from dialog features (Zilka & Jurcicek, 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018; Nouri & Hosseini-Asl, 2018; Wu et al., 2019) .
Among the integrated single-stage models, the earlier ones relied on delexicalization -the act of replacing entities in slots and values with generic tags using handcrafted semantic dictionaries -to improve generalization. Neural Belief Tracker (NBT) has been proposed to decrease reliance on handcrafted semantic dictionaries by reformulating the multi-class classification problem to multiple binary classification problems. Global-locally Selfattentive Dialog tracker (GLAD) (Zhong et al., 2018) improves upon NBT by introducing global modules for sharing parameters across slots and local modules for learning slot-specific feature representations. Globally-Conditioned Encoder (GCE) (Nouri & Hosseini-Asl, 2018) improves further by forgoing the separation of global and local modules, allowing the unified module to take slot embeddings for distinction. This change reduces model complexity and increases inference efficiency while improving model performance.
Conversation Modeling. The prominent approach for hierarchical dialog modeling was based on the Markov assumption (Serban et al., 2017) , but recent approaches have converged on utilizing global latent variables for representating the holistic properties of dialogs (Park et al., 2018; Gu et al., 2018; Bak & Oh, 2019) , which helps in perserving long-term dependencies and total semantics. In this work, we employ global latent variables to maximize the effectiveness in preserving dialog semantics for data augmentation.
Data Augmentation. Transformation-based data augmentation is widely adopted in vision learning (Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 2019) and speech signal processing (Ko et al., 2015) , while thesaurus and noisy data augmentation have been explored in NLP (Zhang et al., 2015; Wei & Zou, 2019) . Recently, generative data augmentation (GDA), where samples generated from deep generative models are used for data augmentation, have gained traction in several NLP tasks (Hu et al., 2017; Hou et al., 2018; Yoo et al., 2019; Shin et al. , 2019). GDA can be seen as a form of unsupervised data augmentation, delegating the automatic discovery of novel data to machine learning without injecting external knowledge or data sources. While most works utilized VAE for the generative model, some works achieved a similar effect without employing variational inference (Kurata et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2018) . In contrast to unuspervised data augmentation, another line of work has explored self-supervision mechanisms as a way to fine-tune the generators for specific tasks (Tran et al., 2017; Antoniou et al., 2017; Cubuk et al., 2018) . A recent work proposed a reinforced noisy data augmentation framework for state tracking (Yin et al., 2019) . Our work is belongs to the family of unsupervised GDA, which can easily be extended to incorporate self-supervision mechanisms.
Variational Hierarchical Dialog Autoencoder (VHDA)
This section describes VHDA, our latent variable model for generating goal-oriented dialog datasets. We first introduce a set of notations for representing dialog-related concepts and offer a short description of a prior work by Park et al. (2018) .
Notations
This subsection establishes notations for describing a general goal-oriented dialog. A dialog dataset D is a set of N i.i.d samples {c 1 , . . . , c N }, where each c is a sequence of turns (v 1 , . . . , v T ). Each goal-oriented dialog turn v is a tuple of speaker information r, the speaker's goals g, dialog state s, and the speaker's utterance u: v = (r, g, s, u). Each utterance u is a sequence of words (w 1 , . . . , w |u| ). Goals g or a dialog state s is defined as a set of the smallest unit of dialog act specification a (Henderson et al., 2014a) , which is a tuple of dialog act, slot and value defined over the space of T , S, and V: g = a 1 , . . . , a |g| , s = a 1 , . . . , a |s| , where a i ∈ A = (T , S, V). A dialog act specification is represented as <act>(<slot>=<value>).
Variational Hierarchical Conversational RNN
Given a conversation c, Variational Hierarchical Conversational RNN (VHCR) (Park et al., 2018) models the holistic features of the conversation as well as the individual utterances u using a hierarchical and recurrent VAE model. The model introduces global-level latent variables z (c) for encoding the high-level structure of the conversation, and local-level latent variables z (u) t responsible for encoding and generating the utterance at turn t. The local latent variables z (u) are designed to be conditionally dependent on z (c) and previous observations, forming a hierarchical structure with the global latents. This model is facilitated by hidden variables h t that conditionally dependent on the global information and the hidden variables from the previous step h t−1 .
Proposed Model
We propose Variational Hierarchical Dialog Autoencoder (VHDA) to generate dialogs and their underlying dialog annotations simultaneously ( Figure 1 ). Similar to VHCR, we employ a hierarchical latent structure to capture both the holistic dialog semantics using the conversation latent variables z (c) . Our model also incorporates full dialog features using turn-level latents z (r) (speaker), z (g) (goal), z (s) (dialog state), and z (u) (utterance). Motivated by speech act theory (Searle et al., 1980) , we employ a hierarchical structure over turn-level latents. Specifically, at a given dialog turn, the hierarchy is structured in a way that the information about the speaker, the speaker's goals, the speaker's turn-level dialog acts, and the utterance all cumulatively determine one after the other in that order. In this way, the model is not only capable of jointly generating linguistic features and relevant annotations, but it is also capable of generating more coherent and diverse features as a result. We discuss this effect in Section 4.2.
VHDA consists of multiple encoder and decoder modules, each responsible for extracting features or generating a particular dialog feature. The encoders share the identical sequence-encoding architecture described as follows.
Sequence Encoder Architecture. Given a sequence of variable number of elements X = [x 1 ; . . . ; x n ] ∈ R n×d , where n is the number of elements, the goal of a sequence encoder is to extract a fixed-size representation h ∈ R d , where d is the dimensionality of the hidden representation. For our implementation, we employ a shallow self-attention mechanism over hidden outputs of bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) cells produced from the input sequence. We also allow the attention mechanism to be queried by external variables, enabling the sequence to be attended according to more specific external factors, such as a dialog context over an utterance:
Here, Q ∈ R n×dq is a collection of query vectors of dimensionality d q that can query each element in the sequence; w ∈ R d+dq and b ∈ R are learnable parameters for inferring the attention weights a with the given hidden outputs H and query vectors Q. We encapsulate the above operations with the notation ENC, which takes a sequence pair of input vectors and query vectors and returns a fixed sized representation:
Our model utilizes this ENC structure for encoding various dialog features that are of dynamic lengths.
Common Encoder Networks. Common feature encoders are responsible for encoding dialog features from their respective raw feature spaces to hidden representations that can be understood by our networks. The architecture of the feature encoders are largely based on ENC described previously (except for the speaker information). Specifically, speaker vectors h (r) are encoded by a speaker embedding matrix W (r) ∈ R n (r) ×d (r) , where n (r) is the number of participants and d (r) is the hidden size of speaker embeddings.
For goals and turn states, the encoding is a two-step process. Initially, each dialog act triple in the goals a (g) ∈ g and turn states a (s) ∈ s is encoded into a fixed size representation h (a) ∈ R d (a) using the common dialog act encoder ENC (a) , which treats the dialog act triple as a sequence of tokens. Then a dedicated sequence encoder encodes the dialog act representations into a fixed size representation of the corresponding dialog feature (goal or dialog state):
The order of dialog acts is randomized to prevent overfitting. Meanwhile, the utterances are encoded from pretrained word embeddings:
Main Architecture. At the top level, our architecture consists of five sequence encoders based on ENC, a context encoder CTX, and four decoders. Specifically, the sequence encoders comprise a dialog act encoder ENC (a) , a goal encoder ENC (g) , a dialog state encoder ENC (s) , an utterance encoder ENC (u) , and a conversation encoder ENC (c) , while the four decoders consist of DEC (r) , DEC (g) , DEC (s) , and DEC (u) , one for each dialog feature. For latent variables, in addition to the conversational latents z (c) and utterance latents z (u) introduced in VHCR, our model consists of the speaker latents z (r) , the goal latents z (g) , and the dialog state latents z (s) for each dialog turn.
At dialog turn step t, VHDA uses the context encoder CTX to encode the context information h t using (1) the context information h encoded from the previous turn step t − 1 and (2) the information about all dialog features (the speaker r, the goal g, the dialog state s, and the utterance u) from the previous step:
where v t is the concatenation of all feature representations at the turn step t. Note that the context encoder CTX employs a uni-directional sequence encoding structure (i.e. a single LSTM cell). The previous hidden states correspond to the memory of the cell, and the turn-level feature representations correspond to the inputs.
For the next step, our model successively generates turnlevel latent variables using a series of generator networks:
where we apply softplus (omitted for the rest of the paper) on top of the feedforward networks for σ. We use the reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2013) to allow the samples of latent variables to be computed with standard backpropagation during training.
Approximate Posterior Networks. A separate set of parameters φ is used to approximate the posterior distributions of latent variables from the evidence. In particular, the global latents z (c) are inferred solely from the linguistic evidence to avoid weakening the recurrent connections among turn-level latent variables.
Similar to the conditional priors, the approximate posterior distribution of turn-level latent variables are computed successively, while being conditioned on the global latents:
where the gaussian parameters are predicted using multilayer feedfoward networks:
Realization Networks. During the decoding step, a series of decoder networks successively decodes the latent variables into their respective feature spaces, with each decoder taking all latent variables up to the previous level in the hierarchy as inputs:
The speaker decoder is implemented using a feedforward network, while the utterance decoder is implemented based on a single LSTM cell. To alleviate sparseness in goals and turn-level dialog acts, we formulate the classification problem as a set of binary classification problems . Specifically, given a candidate dialog act a,
where σ is the sigmoid function and o
is the output of a feedforward network parameterized by θ that predicts the dialog act specification embeddings. Goals are predicted analogously.
Training Objective
Given all the latent variables z present in our model, the training is carried out by optimizing the evidence lowerbound (ELBO) of goal-oriented dialog samples c:
The reconstruction term of the ELBO equation can be factorized and simplified as
where T is the length of the dialog c.
Similarly, the KL-divergence term can be factorized and reformulated in terms of approximate posterior networks and conditional priors according to the multi-level conditional structure of our model.
Minimizing Inference Collapse
Inference collapse has been observed and studied in complex autoregressive VAE structures (Zhao et al., 2017) , and our model is no exception. The hierarchical and recurrent nature makes our model more vulnerable to inference collapse, especially for the encoders responsible for inferencing higher-level latent variables such as the global latents z (c) . The common techniques for alleviating the inference collapse problem include (1) annealing the KL-divergence term weight during the initial training stage and (2) employing word dropouts on the decoder inputs (Bowman et al., 2016) . For our model, we observe that dropout approaches are inadequate against inference collapse due to aforementioned reasons. We introduce two additional techniques to assist in preventing encoder degeneration.
Mutual Information Maximization. Recent works have uncovered the key role of mutual information between the latent variables and the observed data in learning robust representations and mitigating inference collapse (He et al., 2019) . Specifically, the KL-divergence term in the standard VAE can be decomposed to reveal the mutual information (Hoffman & Johnson, 2016) : where p d is the empirical distribution of the data. Reweighting the decomposed terms for optimizing the VAE behaviors has been explored previously (Chen et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2017) . In this work, we propose adding the mutual information term to the training objective in Equation 1 to discourage information loss in encoders. Since the preservation of the conversation encoder ENC (c) is vital for the health of our model and, in the end, data synthesis, we specifically maximize mutual information between the global latents and the dialogs:
In practice, the mutual information term is computed empirically using a Monte-Carlo estimator for each mini-batch.
Hierarchically-scaled Dropout. On the other hand, Park et al. (2018) has shown that utterance dropouts are more effective than word dropouts in alleviating encoder degeneration. Extending this approach, we could apply dropouts to other dialog features (goals and dialog acts). However, employing stronger dropouts could be detrimental to the learning of lower-level latent variables, as information dropouts stack multiplicatively along the hierarchy. Hence, we propose employing a dropout scheme that scales exponentially along the hierarchical structure, allowing higher-level information to easily flow towards lowerer levels while achieving the desired effect. For our implementation, we set the dropout ratio between two adjacent levels to 1.5, resulting in the dropout probabilities of [0.1, 0.15, 0.23, 0.34, 0.51] for speakers to words.
Experiments

Experimental Settings
Following the experimental protocol from , we generate three independent sets of synthetic dialog samples, and, for each augmented dataset, we repeatedly train the same dialog state tracker three times with different seeds. All 9 results are then aggregated and compared with the base-line results, which are obtained from the same state tracker without data augmentation. We apply this procedure to all combinations of state trackers and datasets. Non-augmented baseline experiments are repeated 10 times.
Implementation Details. The model is implemented with the hidden size of dialog vectors set to 1000 and the hidden size of utterance, dialog act specification, turn state, and turn goal representations set to 500. The dimensionality for latent variables is 100, except for utterance and conversation latent variables, whose dimensions are 200. Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) and character (Hashimoto et al., 2017) embeddings are used as pretrained word emebddings (400 dimensions) for utterances and token sequences of dialog acts. All models are trained using Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with initial learning rate of 1e-3, while the KLdivergence weights are annealed over 250,000 training steps. For data synthesis, we employ ancestral sampling to generate samples from the empirical posterior distribution. The ratio of synthetic to original data samples is set to 1. Since our model is trained on the training set and subsequently sampled with respect to the same split for data synthesis, we train the model until the log-likelihood of the training set is maximized.
Datasets. We conduct experiments on four state tracking corpora: WoZ2.0 , DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014a) , MultiWoZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018) , and DialEdit (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018) . These corpora are chosen such that various dialog domains are covered (restaurant booking, hotel reservation, and image editing). Note that, because MultiWoZ dataset is a multi-domain corpora, we extract single-domain dialog samples for two largest domains to create two separate datasets (hotel and restaurant, denoted by MultiWoZ-H and MultiWoZ-R respectively).
Dialog State Trackers. We use GLAD and GCE as the two competitive baselines for state tracking. In addition, modifications are applied to these trackers to stabilize the performance on random seeds (denoted as GLAD + and GCE + ). Specifically, we enrich the word embeddings with subword information (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and apply dropout on word embeddings (dropout rate of 0.2). Furthermore, we also conduct experiments on a simpler archiecture that shares a similar structure with GCE but does not employ self-attention for the sequence encoders (denoted as RNN).
Evaluation Measures. Joint goal accuracy, or goal for short, measures the ratio of the number of turns whose goals have been correctly identified over the total number of turns. Similarly, request accuracy, or request, measures the turn-level accuracy of request-type dialog acts, while inform accuracy (inform) measures the turn-level accuracy of inform-type dialog acts. Turn-level goals are accumulated inform-type dialog acts starting from the beginning of the dialog until respective dialog turns, and thus they can be inferred from historical inform-type dialog acts (Table 6) .
Data Augmentation Results
Main Results. This subsection presents the results of augmenting state tracking datasets using synthetic samples generated from VHDA on various datasets and trackers (Table  1) . The results strongly suggest that generative data augmentation for dialog state tracking is a viable strategy for improving existing DST models without modifying them, as improvements were observed at statistically significant levels regardless of the tracker and dataset.
The margin of improvements were observed to be greater for less expressive state trackers (RNN). However, significant improvements were still observed for more powerful trackers (GLAD + and GCE + ), suggesting that, with respect to downstream model expressiveness, GDA indiscriminately improves the model performance.
Comparing performances between the dialog act types, larger improvement margins were observed for inform-type dialog acts (or subsequently goals). This is due to the fact that request-type dialog acts are generally more dependent on the user utterance in the same turn rather than requiring resolution of long-term dependencies, as illustrated in the dialog sample (Table 6 ). This supports our hypothesis that diverse generation of dialogs could benefit data augmenta- tion through exploration of dialog dynamics.
Note that the performance variance of goal tracking can be large, due to the accumulative effect of state tracking. However, employing GDA decreases the variance for DSTC2 and MultiWoZ-R, highlighting another benefit of GDA.
The Effect of Joint Goal Tracking. Since user goals can be inferred from turn-level inform-type dialog acts, it may seem redundant to incorporate goal modeling into our model. To verify its effectiveness, we train a variant of VHDA, where the goal-tracking latents are removed from the generator. The results (Table 2) show that VDHA without explicit goal tracking suffers in joint goal accuracy but performs better in turn request accuracy for certain cases. We conjecture that explicit goal tracking helps the model to reinforce longterm goals of the dialog participants; however, the model does so in the minor expense of short-term state tracking, which exhibits as less effective request tracking.
The Effect of Employing Training Techniques. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the two proposed training techniques, we compare (1) the data augmentation results and (2) the KL-divergence between the posterior and prior of the dialog latents z (c) ( Table 3 ). The results support our hypothesis that the proposed measures reduces the risk of inference collapse, as evident from high KL-divergence values and stronger data augmentation benefits.
Language Evaluation
To understand the effect of joint learning of various dialog features on language generation, we compare our model with a model that only learns linguistic features. Following the evaluation protocol from prior work Bak & Oh, 2019) , we use ROUGE-L F1-score (Lin, 2004) to evaluate the linguistic quality and utterance-level unigram cross-entropy (Serban et al., 2017) (with respect to the train- Table 4 shows that our model generates better and more diverse utterances compared to the previous state-of-the-art on conversation modeling. This supports the idea that joint learning of dialog annotations improves utterance generation, thereby increasing the chance of generating novel samples that improve the downstream trackers.
User Simulation Evaluation
Simulating human participants has become a crucial feature for training dialog policy models using reinforcement learning and carrying out automatic evaluation of dialog systems (Asri et al., 2016) . Although our model is not proposed for the task in mind, we show that, in terms of accurately and creatively simulating users, our model outperforms the previous state-of-the-art (VHUS) (Gür et al., 2018) , which employs variational inference for contextualized sequenceto-sequence prediction of user dialog acts. The quality of user simulation is evaluated using the prediction accuracy on the test sets, while the diversity is measured by the entropy of predicted dialog act specifications (act-slot-value triples) with respect to the dialog act distribution of the training set. Results are presented in Table 5 .
z (c) -interpolation
We conduct z (c) -interpolation experiments to demonstrate that our model is able to generalize the dataset space and learn to decode plausible samples from unseen latent space. The generated sample (Table 6 ) shows that our model is able to maintain coherence while generalizing key dialog features, such as the user goal and the dialog length. As a specific example, given that the user goals of both anchor points are food=mediterranean and food=indian respectively (Appendix A), the generated midpoint between the two data points is a novel dialog with no specific preference for food type (food=dontcare).
Conclusion
We proposed a novel hierarchical and recurrent VAE-based architecture to accurately capture the semantics of fully annotated goal-oriented dialog corpora. To reduce the risk of inference collapse while maximizing the generation quality, we directly modified the training objective and devised a technique to scale dropouts along the hierarchy. Through experiments, we showed that our proposed model VHDA was able to achieve significant improvements for various competitive dialog state trackers in diverse corpora. With recent trends in goal-oriented dialog systems gravitating towards end-to-end approaches (Lei et al., 2018) , we wish to explore a self-supervised model, which discriminatively generates samples that directly benefit the downstream models for the target task. We would also like to explore the benefits of goal-oriented dialog synthesis beyond data augmentation and possibly towards assisted corpora construction.
